DESIGN SPOTLIGHT

KITCHENS

SARAH KAHN TURNER
JENNIFER GILMER KITCHEN & BATH, CHEVY CHASE, MD.

T

he use of distinctive materials is what’s special in this kitchen. (1) The look of the home’s metal windows
carries through to the metal cabinets inside. The kitchen island’s distressed wood veneer has been wirebrushed for texture, and the sheen on the perimeter cabinets helps reflect natural light. Corian countertops
allow for integral sinks and provide a warmth that we couldn’t have achieved with quartz. (2 & 3) The home’s exterior
uses the Japanese technique of shou sugi ban for preserving and finishing wood by charring it with fire. The charred
wood cladding on the wall that separates the kitchen and dining room provides continuity of materials there, as well.
Although on paper it seems there is a lot going on here, the finishes work in harmony throughout both rooms.
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B

ecause the family space projects out in its
own one-story wing, the adjacent kitchen
and dining spaces have exterior walls
with window banks that flood them with light.
(1) The kitchen, designed by Classic Kitchens &
Interiors, in Hyannis, Mass., is across from the
entry baldacchino—a space defined by four
columns at its corners. The angle of the peninsula

1.

matches the angle of the fireplace, helping define
the spaces as separate but connected. (2) The
river-rock fireplace is visible from all of the living
spaces. (3) Cooking, socializing, and dining are
connected in this central family space, with
its soaring cathedral ceiling. A low wall shields
kitchen countertops from view, and the dining
space behind a fireplace is open in two directions.
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GAIL O’ROURKE
WHITE WOOD KITCHENS, CAPE COD, MASS.

P

eople store more things in the kitchen than in any other room in the house. With that in mind, we pay
special attention to planning and designing storage configurations that fit clients’ needs. An openconcept kitchen is great for making homes feel larger and more inviting, but a lack of walls means a lack
of cabinet space. (1) We took advantage of every inch of potential storage space in this kitchen by incorporating
a pull-out spice rack and multiple drawers into an area that would otherwise have been wasted. (2) Islands are
great solutions to storage constraints. This small kitchen had limited counter space and therefore lacked room
for the desired appliances. We configured the island to hold the oven and microwave as well as multiple cabinets
and a raised bar area on the opposite side that doubles as a kitchen table. (3) Corners are no longer just where
two walls meet. We added V-shape drawers and a cubby with a pull-up door to hide small appliances.
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